TECH SPOTLIGHT
What’s trending in TECH?

NEW PRODUCT
7197-14

BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER

WIRELESS CHARGING POWERBANK

Over 30 hours of music
at max volume.

Allowing you to play music and wirelessly
charge your mobile device at the same time.

PREVIEW GIFT BOX
Included is a retail inspired
gift box that gives you a
“Preview” of what’s inside.

WIRELESS CHARGING RECEIVER
Device can charged through wireless
charging or with the provided
Micro USB Cable.

BUILT-IN POWERBANK
5000mAh battery capacity.

Palm Bluetooth Speaker with Wireless Powerbank
As low as $39.98 US [C] / $57.07 CDN [C]

The Palm combines all of your technology needs into one product! One product that can fit in the Palm of your hand! With the Palm you get a Bluetooth Speaker with over 30hrs of
playback time at max volume. The Palm is also wireless charging powerbank that can charge any compatible mobile device fully 1.5 times! If your phone isn’t compatible with
wireless charging don’t worry the Palm is a standard powerbank that can charge your device with the necessary cable. Did we mention the Palm comes with retail inspired
packaging making it the perfect employee gift or reward for an incentive program?

DEEP INVENTORY
7199-18

SEASONAL HIGHLIGHT
7142-04

BRAND HIGHLIGHT
8052-64

ifidelity Soundwave
Bluetooth Speaker

WiFi Smart Outdoor Outlet

High Sierra® Scorpion
Wireless Power Bank Lantern

As low as $29.98 US [C] / $42.80 CDN [C]
Want a premium Bluetooth Speaker at a bargain? The ifidelity
soundwave delivers crystal clear stereo sound the way it was
meant to be heard. In addition to the premium sound quality
the Soundwave features built in music controls and a
microphone. These features make the Soundwave a great
addition to anyone’s desk for conference calls or listening to
your favorite podcast. Let’s not forget the Soundwave is
packaged in a premium 2 piece ifidelity gift box making it the
perfect gift!

Pricing subject to change.

As low as $42.98 US [C] / $57.00 CDN [C]

As low as $52.98 US [C] / $70.88 CDN [C]

Do you know that US smart home market is projected to
reach $27.7 million in 2019? Get on trend this season with the
Wifi Smart Outdoor Outlet. The Outlet features two sockets
that can be controlled through an App, Tuya Smart. So once
connected you can now power On/Off your outdoor lights,
sound system, or fountain through your mobile device! With
an IP44 Waterproof rating the outdoor outlet can withstand
any outdoor elements! Already have an Amazon Alexa or
Google Home? No problem, the outlet can be integrated
seamlessly!

Want a multi-functional lantern that covers your light and
power needs for a camping trip or a night out under the
stars? The High Sierra Scorpion Wireless Power Bank Lantern
has a 10,000 mAh built-in battery that support wireless
charging on the top and standard charging through included
2-in-1 cable that compatible with both iOS and Android
phones. It also has SOS light function for emergency
situations. The Scorpion comes with a two-piece High Sierra
gift box that makes it the perfect gift for your outdoor or tech
customer.
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